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Taiwanese actor Si Pangoyod poses after winning the Best
New Performer Award at the 55th Golden Horse film awards,
dubbed the Chinese ‘Oscars’, in Taipei. — AFP photos 

Taiwanese Actress Ding Ning poses after winning the Best
Supporting Actress Award at the 55th Golden Horse film
awards.

Hong Kong actor Ben Yuen poses after winning the Best
Supporting Actor Award at the 55th Golden Horse film
awards.

A woman takes a selfie at the observation point at Vorobyovy Hills in front of skyscrapers of the Moscow International Business Centre (Moskva City) in Moscow on November 14, 2018. — AFP 

Asian cinema’s top stars gathered in Taipei yester-
day for Taiwan’s Golden Horse film awards,
dubbed the Chinese-language “Oscars”, with

acclaimed director Zhang Yimou’s “Shadow” leading the
race.  Celebrities began arriving for the ceremony, with
Oscar-winning director Ang Lee among the celebrities to
walk down the red carpet in Taipei’s Sen Yat-sen
Memorial Hall.

Chinese director Zhang’s martial arts epic, inspired by
traditional ink-brush painting, leads with 12 nominations
including for the coveted best film, best director, best
leading actor and actress awards.  Taiwanese comedy
“Dear EX” about a widow fighting for her husband’s
inheritance against his gay lover, follows closely with
eight nods in the best film and best acting categories,
plus a best new director nod for Taiwanese duo Mag Hsu
and Hsu Chih-yen. 

Best director contenders are all from China. Zhang,
Jiang Wen (“Hidden Man”) and Lou Ye (“The Shadow
Play”) will face off against 29-year-old Bi Gan (“Long
Day’s Journey Into Night”) and Tibetan Pema Tseden
(“Jinpa”).    Zhang has never won Golden Horse best
director, while former actor Jiang, who starred in Zhang’s
classic “Red Sorghum”, won the title with his directorial
debut “In the Heat of the Sun” in 1996. 

The best acting awards are also dominated by Chinese
talent, with Taiwan’s Roy Chiu and Hsieh Ying-xuan fight-
ing for a home win for their respective roles as the gay
lover and widowed mother in “Dear EX”. China’s Deng
Chao, who plays the double of an official trained to pro-
tect him in ancient China in “Shadow”, is a frontrunner
for best actor against compatriots Xu Zheng (“Dying to
Survive”), Duan Yihong (“The Looming Storm”) and Peng
Yuchang (“An Elephant Sitting Still”). 

Deng’s wife, Chinese television star Sun Li, who also
plays his wife in “Shadow”, is vying for best actress
against Zhou Xun in Japanese director Shunji Iwai’s
romance “Last Letter” as well as Zhao Tao (“Ash is
Purest White”) and Zeng Meihuizi (“Three Husbands”).
Three Chinese dramas — “Long Day’s Journey Into
Night”, “Dying to Survive” and “An Elephant Sitting Still”
— are also in the running for best film.

The best documentary category sees “Our Youth in
Taiwan” about the island’s 2014 Sunflower Movement
pitted against “Umbrella Diaries: The First Umbrella”
about Hong Kong’s  pro-democracy Umbrel la
Movement. Both mass protests were led by young
activists  and ref lected increasing resistance to
Beijing’s influence. — AFP 

Stars gather for Chinese ‘Oscars’ in Taiwan ‘We the Animals’
tops Spirit Awards

nominations

Coming-of-age parable “We the Animals” led
the pack of indie movies tipped for Oscars
glory as the Film Independent Spirit Awards

nominations kicked off Hollywood’s annual prize-
giving season on Friday. The dreamlike drama —
based on the novel of the same name by Justin
Torres — follows brothers Manny, Joel and Jonah as
they make their way through childhood, pushing
against the roller-coaster love of their parents.

The film was nominated in five categories, includ-
ing best first feature, cinematography, editing and
supporting actor for Raul Castillo and the “someone
to watch” award for director Jeremiah Zagar.
Comedy “Eighth Grade,” religious drama “First
Reformed” and brutal crime thriller “You Were
Never Really Here” followed with four nominations
each, including a nod for each for best feature.
Horror remake “Suspiria” was selected to receive
the Robert Altman Award, which is bestowed upon
one film’s director, casting director and cast.—AFP

Actors Gemma Chan and Molly Shannon announce the
nominees of the 2019 Spirit Awards during the 2019 Film
Independent Spirit Awards Nomination Press Conference
at W Hollywood on November 16, 2018 in Hollywood,
California. — AFP 

Photographs of dead and missing Thai rights activists
have spurred a Canadian composer to create a music
album and invite string quartets around the world to

perform to draw attention to the violence campaigners face.
More than 59 land and environmental activists have been
killed or have disappeared in Thailand over the last 20
years, according to advocacy group Protection
International.

British photographer Luke Duggleby visited their fami-
lies to collect their portraits, then took pictures of those
photographs in the place where the activists were last seen.
His photo exhibit of 37 activists has been shown across

Europe and in Thailand over the last two years. Frank
Horvat, who read about the exhibit in 2016, said he was so
moved, that in just a month he composed “The Thailand
HRDs”, comprising a two-minute movement for each photo-
graph, using musical pitches or letters from the name of
each victim.

“This music is not intended to be purely melancholic but
have a tinge of defiance so that these deaths do not mark an
end, but a continuation of the fight for justice,” Horvat said.
New York City-based Mivos Quartet performed Horvat’s
composition in August in Toronto and the album is due to
be released on Friday. It will “hopefully spur listeners to find

their inner activist and fight for what they feel is important
in this world,” he said in a statement on Thursday. A global
campaign entitled “Music for Human Rights Defenders” or
#music4HRDs, invites string quartets to videotape them-
selves playing a movement from the album and posting it on
social media. The aim is to bring the classical music commu-
nity together to support activists, and raise awareness of an
issue that has received little attention in the West, said
Horvat. In Thailand, evictions of villagers and indigenous
people from forests and farm land have risen to make way
for mines, power plants and national parks.

Laws governing forest management and land acquisition

do not offer adequate protection for the poor, leaving them
vulnerable to violence while defending their homes and
land, said Pranom Somwong at Protection International in
Thailand. Among those featured in the photographs are
Charoen Wat-aksorn, who led a campaign against a coal-
powered plant. He was shot dead in 2004 after testifying to
a parliamentary committee. “Very few perpetrators have
been held accountable for these and other killings and dis-
appearances,” Pranom told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. “If we don’t hold them accountable, it will keep
happening.” — Reuters 

Music for activists: Photos of missing Thais inspire album


